PHASE I: ADMINISTRATIVE RULE INVENTORY SUBMISSION COVER SHEET

General Information
Agency: Alabama Board of Optometric Scholarship & Loan Awards
Red Tape Reduction Coordinator: Amanda Benko

Overview of Administrative Rule Inventory (All information current as of September 1, 2023)
Total number of restrictive terms inventoried (i.e., rows in your inventory): 54
Total number of discretionary regulatory restrictions: 38
Total word count of all rules in your agency’s administrative code: 6285

Report on stakeholder input
Please provide a summary on what steps your agency took to ensure meaningful stakeholder input in completing the inventory. Examples could include convening stakeholder meetings, posting a draft inventory on your website, allowing for public comment on a draft inventory, etc.

Posting inventory on UAB School of Optometry website: uab.edu/Optometry

Report on preliminary ideas for red-tape reduction
Please provide any preliminary ideas your agency has for contributing to Governor Ivey’s overall, statewide goal of reducing discretionary regulatory restrictions by twenty-five percent. These can be preliminary ideas; agencies will be able to develop more concrete proposals during Phase II.

The AL Board of Optometric Scholarship & Loan Awards (BOSAL) makes consistent efforts to make the application, selection and expectations clear and concise. The BOSAL frequently updates rules and policies to make the process easy and transparent for students, board members and the community.
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